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Key findings


The Woodhall Burn is a relatively short, steep tributary, providing
very rugged potential salmonid habitat. Owing to this character,
particularly the bedrock obstructions, it may naturally support lower
densities of salmonids than other more accessible watercourses and
be more susceptible to impacts, but it is highly likely that it should
hold salmonids. However, with the addition of manmade barriers, it
is likely that that any populations would be further reduced, or may
even have been lost already. Electrofishing the burn would be
beneficial to ascertain what, if any, fish populations are/remain
present. This may then add or remove weight from any case for fish
passage improvement in the short-term.



In the longer-term, improved access to Woodhall Burn from the River
Tyne, through the major obstruction of the A69 road culvert (NY
85773 64663) and the smaller road crossing culvert upstream at NY
86135 64454, should be sought. Even if fish populations have been
lost from the burn, it could then be recolonised from downstream.



The underground section of the burn at the upstream end of the
watercourse could provide a good site for a river restoration that
would improve the value of habitat for any resident fish or
invertebrate populations. Addressing the raised pipe track crossing
to Ellfoot house would also then be required if fish populations were
present.



A suspected sceptic tank discharge at NY 86374 63663 should be
investigated as it constitutes a pollution of the watercourse.



Although the contribution of this burn to the overall Tyne fish
populations is likely to be naturally small, the manmade issues are
almost certainly the greatest impacts upon its biodiversity and they
should be rectified wherever possible.
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1.0

Introduction

This report is the output of a site visit to the Woodhall Burn by Gareth Pedley
of the Wild Trout Trust (WTT). This work was initiated as part of the Tyne
Tributaries Project: a collaboration between the Tyne Riparian Owners
Association (TROOA), the Tyne Rivers Trust (TRT) and the Environment
Agency (EA). Also present on the walkover were Norman Hooks and Ray
Bell (TRT volunteers). The walkover assessment was undertaken from the
headwaters of the burn, where it emerges from an underground pipe,
working d/s to the River Tyne. The report pictorially illustrates the habitat
assessment, with captions highlighting the issues in each photo.
Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB)
whilst looking downstream. The Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference
system is used for identifying any specific locations. Upstream and
downstream references are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s, respectively.
Woodhall Burn lies within the South Tyne from Allen to North Tyne
waterbody under the Water Framework Directive, waterbody ID
GB103023075710.

Overview of the upstream (red arrow) and downstream (blue arrow) limit of the Woodhall Burn
catchment walked (taken from the Environment Agency Catchment Data Explorer).
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2.0

Habitat Assessment

Photo DSCN5831. Woodhall Burn was walked from the point it emerges from an underground pipe.

Photo DSCN5832. U/s of the reach walked the watercourse is culverted under pasture. Sink holes in
the valley indicate areas where the watercourse has burst out in high flows (red circles).
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Photo DSCN5834. From its emergence, the watercourse already carries elevated levels of fine,
sandy sediment, likely contributed to by erosion within the culverted section. At NY 86374 63663 a
high nutrient discharge was observed, upwelling within the LB (possibly sceptic tank or farmyard
waste – red circle). The likely source appeared to be the buildings (Elrington Hall/West Elrington)
just over the adjacent hill, at NY 86140 63462. Dye tracing would help identify the source.

Photo DSCN5837. Progressing d/s, the watercourse had clearly been straightened and this, along
with relatively high intensity grazing results in poor quality habitat for fish and invertebrates.
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Photo DSCN5840. The fine sediment/sand is clearly evident across many areas of the bed. This is
likely to be partially natural, owing to the sandy nature of the soils in the catchment but also due to
erosion within the culverted section.

Photo DSCN5842. A track crossing servicing Ellfoot House creates a very poorly passable
obstruction; however, the current lack of good quality habitat u/s limits the impact of the structure.
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Photo DSCN5846. Cased caddis (Trichoptera) and mayfly (Ephemeroptera) nymphs were observed
through stone turning, indicating that although impacted by sediment and nutrients, the burn
currently supports invertebrate populations.

Photo DSCN5847. D/s of the track crossing the watercourse takes on a more sinuous, natural
character and the physical habitat quality of the channel improves; however, the fine sediment
input remains evident.
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Photo DSCN5850. At NY 86269 64021, a bedrock outcrop and vertical waterfall completely isolates
the upper burn from the rest of the catchment d/s in terms of fish passage. It also makes it unlikely
that the channel u/s can realistically be improved to a standard of supporting self-sustaining fish
stocks as they would not be augmented by recruitment from individuals inhabiting the channel from
d/s.

Photo DSCN5853. The channel d/s flows within a deep, steep–sided gorge, creating a very steep
and rugged channel, with limited potential salmonid habitat in many areas.
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Photo DSCN5855. Bedrock continues to be a major influence on the character of the watercourse,
with numerous bedrock chutes and falls, limiting accessibility for fish.

Photo DSCN5863. Some short sections provided reasonable quality habitat for salmonids and
invertebrates but are steep and with a confined valley, making them likely to be inhospitable
environments in high flows.
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Photo DSCN5864. Towards the d’s end of the gorge there are areas of suitable salmonid habitat
present, with potential spawning sites, if fish were afforded access form d/s.

Photo DSCN5867. Many of the lower natural obstructions are poorly passable, but it is possible that
the lower end of the watercourse may support resident and migratory fish populations following
certain favourable high flow events.
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Photo DSCN5870. A small tributary on the RB offers additional potential spawning and juvenile
habitats.

Photo DSCN5871. The tributary does, however, also appear to have a high loading of fine sediment,
as well as potential salmonid spawning substrate.
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Photo DSCN5873. Fish passage within the higher quality habitat of the lower burn is further
inhibited by an unsympathetically installed, raised culvert (NY 86135 64454) that further increases
the difficulty of passing a naturally steep section. This could be eased with the addition of more
boulders to create a rock ramp or pre-barrage.

Photo DSCN5878. The habitat d/s of the culvert is potentially capable of supporting salmonid
spawning and juvenile production, along with a small resident trout population. However, the
culvert u/s reduces the connectivity of the additional habitat further u/s.
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Photo DSCN5883. A bedrock outcrop within the gardens towards the d/s end of the watercourse
naturally reduces passability of that section, but fish access through the section is possible.

Photo DSCN5884. A small ornamental weir (NY 85889 64605) poses a relatively minor obstruction
which further fragments habitat within an area of potential spawning and juvenile habitat. Resident
fish (if present) also require the ability to disperse within a watercourse to fully utilise habitat.
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Photo DSCN5891. Just u/s of the confluence with the Tyne there is the almost completely
impassable A69 road culvert. In most flows it will be almost impossible for fish to navigate up
through this structure to gain access to the burn (NY 85773 64663). Each step is c. 50cm, with no
water depth below to assist the leap. This also means that any fish populations u/s (resident fish)
would have to be self-sustaining and are unlikely to exist if the watercourse has ever suffered a
major pollution as there is no opportunity for recolonisation, or even natural bolstering of the
population from downstream. Salmonids may be able to access the burn when the Tyne is very high
and drowns out the step but, again, the occurrence of this happening is not likely to be frequent
enough to support the basis of a healthy fish population.

Figure 1. Example of a possible timber or concrete baulk layout to improve fish passage, if a rock
ramp solution is cost prohibitive. A detailed site survey would be required to ascertain the actual
dimensions and optimal design but maximising the distance the water travels and the depth d/s of
the traverses is vital. Such structures unavoidably trap sediment and so may require maintenance.
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Figure 2. A similar easement design employed on a smaller obstruction. This example was installed
using green oak, which creates a long lasting solution but is not permanent, it will slowly degrade
over time. Plastic or Concrete baffles may last longer but are usually heavier and therefore harder
to transport and manoeuvre. Other wood, like larch, can also work well and is cheap, but is unlikely
to last as long as green oak so is generally the highest maintenance option.

3.0

Recommendations

Issue

Proposed action

Culverted/buried channel,
then straightened
watercourse with fine
sediment input.

The channel could be
restored/reinstated with fish
relocated from d/s (owing to
the impassable waterfall).
However, the money may be
better spent elsewhere in the
catchment, at least in the
short-term.
The section above ground,
could be buffer fenced to
reduce erosion and sediment
inputs to d/s sections and
improve invertebrate habitat.
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Photos

Priority
(1-3)

DSCN5832

3

DSCN5837

2

High nutrient
Trace the source and discuss
discharge/possible
options for better maintenance
sceptic tank discharge (At with owner. Possible dye
NY 86374 63663).
tracing of pathways from
nearby Elrington buildings (NY
86140 63462).
Raised road culvert with
Rock ramp or pre-barrage d/s.
poor passability for fish
Ideally rock ramp. Possible
(NY 86135 64454).
addition of culvert baffle to
increase water depth if not
achieved with ramp.
Small ornamental weir in Ideally this should be removed
garden (NY 85889
or at least lowered to allow any
64605).
fish that could possibly reside in
the burn to have easy access
through the reach.
A69 road culvert (NY
As a minimum, a pool traverse
85773 64663).
easement could be installed.
However, a rock ramp would be
the optimal solution. The work
required here to install a rock
ramp would be costly and,
bearing in mind the rugged
nature of the channel u/s and
other obstacles, it is probably
not a top priority for work on
the Tyne catchment. However,
fish passage should be
improved if funding becomes
available.
Poor understanding of
Electrofishing could be
fish populations.
undertaken to better
understand the population
structure and fish distribution
within the burn.
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4.0

Further assistance

The Tyne Tributaries Walkovers were initiated to identify the range and
location of issues impacting upon selected underperforming watercourses
within the River Tyne catchment. The accompanying reports highlight
potential solutions to the issues encountered and provide the supporting
evidence for future projects and funding bids.
Further to the walkover reports, the WTT can undertake specific Project
Proposals for the more complex issues highlighted, detailing exactly what
is required and how the work can be undertaken. Project Proposals then
often form the supporting documentation for any EPR applications and
consents that may be required.

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF
format on habitat management and improvement:
www.wildtrout.org/content/index
We have also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild
Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat
for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical
demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover
key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks
and managing invasive species.
The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop
http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0 or by
calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.

5.0
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6.0

Disclaimer

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any
loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any
other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting,
upon guidance made in this report.
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